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INTRODUCTION
Commercial corridors are the hearts of neighborhoods. They can
be seen as cultural, historic, economic, civic, and emotional places
for residents and visitors. Throughout the decades many of these
corridors have lost their strength due to changing economic patterns
and residential movement. However, there is a regained sense of
importance that commercial corridors bring to neighborhoods
and with that comes the opportunity for regeneration of increased
economic growth.
While there are several approaches to managing commercial
corridors, including the Main Street Approach1, the most important
outcome is an emphasis on stabilization and transformation
strategies for the corridor. These strategies will guide the work
that is done to revitalize corridors and neighborhoods. The
development of strategies is informed by thoughtful community
engagement and analysis of needs and opportunities for an area.
There is no one strategy that is best for corridor revitalization. Many
factors will contribute to the development of strategies including
organizational and financial capacity, available partnerships, and
the current built environment of a commercial corridor.
While a transformation strategy can follow a model, it is once
again important to recognize that the most successful strategy
will be built around local strengths and conditions. Each district
or corridor is different, has diverse businesses and sectors, as well
as demographic variations. The assets and characteristics of a
neighborhood will need to be nurtured for sustainable growth.
Some strategies may not be the right fit for a district due to
environmental, economic, or physical conditions. For example: the
use of real estate development for revitalization is just one strategy.
While redevelopment of property can have transformational
effect on a corridor, an organization must be certain that it has
the capacity as the process can be costly and have a potential
negative impact. What follows is an overview of the use of real
estate and public space enhancement and beautification as a
transformational strategy by Passyunk Avenue Revitalization
Corporation (PARC), a 501(c)3 community organization and a
specific case study to illustrate the impact that nonprofit real estate
can have on a neighborhood.

1

www.mainstreet.org
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UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET – COST AND VALUE

PART ONE
REAL ESTATE AND COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS
The stabilization and regeneration of a corridor is built on the investment into the real estate of the district. With
increased investment comes a strong business corridor and a strong economic confidence in the surrounding
neighborhood. Despite a rise over the decades of big-box retailers, neighborhood business districts offer services,
opportunities and experiences that are lacking in national retailers. Additionally, every neighborhood business
district is a distinctive environment that cannot be developed according to a set formula. It provides opportunities
for start-up and independent businesses.
To understand what type of development is possible in a neighborhood is to understand locally specific factors
including residents, their concerns and needs, as well as the physical limitations of the district. In essence,
providing a large portion of a business plan. Without this knowledge, outside developers and investment will fail
to see the opportunities in neighborhood districts. This is the primary reason for an organization to be involved
in real estate on commercial corridors. However, the reality is that many neighborhood business districts do not
have a coordinated plan or a lead organization. Beginning to reinvest into properties on commercial corridors is
a complex process. The majority of property is owned by an entity in the private sector, whether it be individual
owners or large corporations. Relying on the private sector to spark reinvestment has the potential to disappoint
a community-based organization. For many organizations, the benefits to investing into properties may seem
obvious, but to understand why investment does not automatically happen is to understand the barriers – the
market and the owner.
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The cost of redeveloping commercial property can be prohibitively high. For many private property owners aside from
access to capital, the decision to invest money into a property comes down to the difference between cost and value.

COST
• Simply: the amount of dollars spent during
a project.
• Hard costs: Building construction, labor,
and materials
• Soft costs: Acquisition price, fees, financing,
professional services

VALUE
• Simply: what the property is worth to someone
– buyers or renter – in the marketplace or what
can be obtained from the market
• More complex and related to projections such
as rent, vacancy, expenses, and anticipated
appreciation.

If perceived value is greater than costs, private capital will generally act without intervention from the public or
nonprofit sector. If the opposite is true, many projects will need incentives before a project is started.

Understand Zoning
Land use and zoning fundamentally define place on
a commercial corridor and within it the real estate
development opportunities. More so than any
demographic or economic data, zoning determines
the economics and investment opportunities
within a district. A commercial corridor with a
high level of single-family residential will impact
commercial activity and what neighbors will deem
as acceptable uses. If zoned correctly, real estate
development, can have a direct, inter-dependent
relationship between buildings and the economic
vitality of a neighborhood.

PARC: A Brick & Mortar Stabilization Strategy for Main Street
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WHY BUILDINGS DECLINE
The market is the most common cause for a lack of investment into property, however there are other potential reasons
that impact disinvestment in a property:

Financing the Gap
When the cost is greater than the value of a building, the difference is called the gap. The existence of the gap is the why
investment does not happen or is slow. Private property owners need an incentive, typically financial, to move forward with
a project that has a gap.
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•

New Market Tax Credits
Provide private investors with a federal tax credit
for investments made in development projects
within low-income communities. The process is
complex and competitive and require project size
to be around $2-5 million.

•

Opportunity Zones
Tax incentive to encourage those with capital gains
to invest in low-income and undercapitalized
communities. Funds can finance a broad variety of
activities and projects but must result in a property
being “substantially improved”.

•

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)
Although CDBG is seldom used for commercial
revitalization, Section 108 is a loan guarantee
provision of the CDBG program. All projects
financed through CDBG must use 70 percent
of funds to benefit low- and moderate-income
persons a meet CDBG objectives.

•

State and Local Funding
Each state and municipality may have financing
options to assist real estate revitalization efforts.
It is important to understand these financial
tools and how they can incentivize commercial
property redevelopment.

•

Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC)
A dollar for dollar deferral income tax credit for
affordable housing investments. Can be used to
support investments in commercial space when it
is part of a mixed-use property.

1. They don’t have the money - Despite the
assumption that because a person owns a
property, they must be well off, sometimes this
is not the case. This is known as “land rich and
cash poor”. The property might be involved in
a tangled-title issue which limits an owner’s
ability to get loans for repairs, there might be
liens on the property.

4. They don’t live in the area – Property can
be passed down to family members through
inheritance or to an owner that is forced to
leave the area. Under these circumstances
the new owner may not be able to monitor
his/her property. They may pay a property
management company but are unable to see if
the property is being taken care of properly.

2. They don’t know what to do – Rehabilitation of
a building can require a certain expertise. It is
a not a simple process and can require some
forward thinking. Many property owners may
just not have the knowledge or capacity of what
is needed to improve a building. There are many
construction trades involved in construction so
expertise in those areas takes time.

5. There are just many reasons… - Each
neighborhood presents challenges that may
be specific to that area. While many of the
economic reasons may be similar across the
country, it is still important to remember that
neighborhood-based organizations will have
the greatest insight into the local property
owners.

3. They don’t want the hassle – Many property
owners may want to be hands off from their
properties. They could have tenants, who pay
on time, and do not require much attention.
The property owner does not have to think too
often about the property and is able to collect
the rental income. Thinking about rehabilitation
and the long-term health of a building is
daunting and challenging.
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RETAIL AND NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION
Although commercial corridor redevelopment is at its base a real estate issue, one of the greater long-term
focuses is on the economic vitality of the district. Organizations and investors can put endless amounts of capital
into physical buildings, improve public space and organize as many as events as possible, but if there is a lack
of understanding about the local economy then all the physical rehab possible will not guarantee commercial
viability. Organizations must be aware of the balance of not just economic viability of a business but how the
business fits with community values and spaces. Successful strategies can include regulating and locating similar
uses together in various nodes or zoning rather than allowing for disparate uses. A traditional example would be
locating a bar next to a daycare.
This is especially true in lower-income neighborhoods that are underserved by traditional retail. As Michael
Porter, urban economist, and founder of the Initiative for a Competitive Inner Cities (ICIC), has written, most
market research by large, chain retailers will see the neighborhood commercial corridor as not viable. There
is not enough square footage for predetermined layouts, neighborhood spending income is not considered as
impactful as regional spending, and perceived preferences about neighborhood consumers all contribute to large
chains overlooking neighborhoods as potential new locations. Historic approaches to understanding community
economics focus on metrics that provide a broad overview of a place. Combined with physical barriers such
as lack of auto-oriented streetscapes and lack of suitable size in sites, there is not much incentive for larger
retailers. Despite this, neighborhood organizations should advocate and plan for other types of retail. Not only is
this an opportunity to establish the corridor as providing a niche type of business but engage the community to
determine the businesses that best cater to the residents.

CRIME, SAFETY AND
PUBLIC PERCEPTION
Crime, or at least the perception of crime, can be one
of the biggest barriers for investment and attraction to
a district. High crime rates impact business operating
costs through theft and potential property damage,
but the larger impact is it makes it more difficult to
attract customers. Even areas with modest crime in
comparison, can suffer the misperception that they are
high crime areas. The challenge with this perception
is that retail and other private investment remains
hesitant when it comes to choosing the neighborhood.
This is where strong civic and non-profit organizations
can work together to change the narrative.
Through years of disinvestment, the ability of a
commercial corridor to maintain an attractive
streetscape becomes increasingly difficult. Especially
in urban areas, there is insufficient funding for
cleanliness efforts and infrastructure maintenance.
The visual perception may lead to the belief that
an area is high crime based on appearance alone.
This reinforces decline and disinvestment as funding
for improvements and eventually business attraction
continue to be difficult to attain.
While physical real estate may be the more critical
aspect of commercial corridor revitalization, it is
important to note that there are other significant
factors that must be considered when managing
reinvestment efforts. As many of these factors are local
to the district, the need for an organization that can
coordinate efforts, but also understands the dynamics
of a community becomes ever more significant.

Types of Nonprofits
Community Development Corporations (CDCs)
Provide programs, services, and engage
in community development. Typically serve
geographic areas, such as s neighborhood.
Programming can include real estate development,
workforce development, employment training,
education, planning and organizing. For more
information and support, please visit the National
Alliance of Community Economic Development
Associations. www.naceda.org
Main Street
Founded by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. Economic development approach
focusing on downtowns and business districts using
a specific four-point strategy. Focused on promotion,
design, and economic restructuring of a district. For
more information and support, please visit Main
Street America. www.mainstreet.org
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
Defined areas within cities where property owners
or businesses pay an assessment in order to fund
organization within district boundaries. Focused
heavily on marketing, business attraction strategies
and special programs within district. For more
information and support please visit the International
Downtown Association. www.downtown.org
Business Associations
The coming together of business owners in a district
that do not have a direct revenue stream like BIDs but
have want to provide similar services and events to
attract customers. For more information and support,
please visit your local Chamber of Commerce.
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COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR
REVITALIZATION

• Passive Partner – The organization has an
ownership role in a project but leaves the
management, development, financing, and
other activities to partners.

CONNECTING THE DOTS –
ACTION AFTER DEVELOPMENT

There are a multitude of ways in which an organization
can get involved in the real estate process. Each
district will have different strengths, challenges and
opportunities. While there are recommended strategies
that have found success, they do not guarantee success.
Success is built on strong organizational leadership, the
relationship with the community, and deep knowledge
about the specifics of a location.

• Active Partner – Directly assuming one of
more roles necessary for the acquisition and
development of the project.

Real estate revitalization does not create immediate
change. There may be some short-term changes
Successful revitalization efforts can take years to see
meaningful results, and there needs to be a sustained
effort of focused attention on a district. Here are a
few examples that address the sustainability of the
revitalization efforts:

• Developer – Assuming all responsibilities
of ownership. Includes acquisitions, design
work, tenant recruitment, financing,
construction, and eventual lease and longterm management of property.

• Business development – The locating,
cultivating, educating, and fostering of
entrepreneurs in starting and maintaining
businesses along the corridor. This is part
of a larger strategy to develop a business
climate and culture, while targeting specific
types of businesses that can work within the
structure of the neighborhood.

It is not only important to understand the costs that go
into a project, which can be daunting, an organization
must consider the internal capacity and skill set of
staff. An organization does not have to become a
developer to make an impact on a project. There
are several factors to consider when determining
the role of an organization that chooses to take on
a commercial corridor revitalization strategy which
include:

• Access to capital – An ongoing issue that
can cause problems for small business,
especially new businesses. Small business
lending can be complex with many barriers
that require in depth knowledge. Providing
easier access and reducing barriers to
capital can be one strategy to a larger
business development plan for a corridor.

• Risks; including financial, political,
community relations, pandemics
• Potential short and long-term
financial returns
• Staff or board expertise and time required
to deliver a project
• Capital; including financial and political
• Influence on the use of the property

Once the capacity of the organization is determined,
there needs to a be a strategic plan for potential
involvement, which includes how an organization
can best use resources to make a positive impact
on a project. Again, this will be based on resources
available, the needs of the project, and the importance
of development to the transformation of the corridor.
The best method is to understand organizational
capacity and identify what role makes the most sense.
• Advocate – Act as the public proponent for
a project. This can include using political
connections and community engagement
efforts to make change.
• Packager – Put together incentives for the
development by another organization. The
main purpose of incentives is the close the
gap between cost and value.
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The Importance of Planning
Revitalization of real estate without connection to
some level of planning is often not going to be enough
to generate the change within a neighborhood district.
A plan represents a coordinated effort on the direction
of an area. It allows an organization to gain a deep
understanding of many aspects of a neighborhood
that demographics and public data may not be able
to provide. A plan does not just provide a deeper
understanding of a place but creates the framework
for a coordinated effort in any revitalization efforts.

• Property Management – The operation,
control, and maintaining of property.
This is crucial to ensure that revitalization
efforts are not wasted. Buildings require
consistent upkeep to ensure a maintained
appearance. For an organization, property
management can be the way to maintain a
presence on a corridor by building trust and
increasing visibility.
• Clean and Safe – In addition to property
management, ongoing cleaning and
safety efforts allow for sustained success
of a corridor. For newcomers or visitors,
the sight of trash graffiti can create a
perception of an unsafe area. Efforts can be
a combination of an organization engaging
business owners with municipal programs,
such as façade improvement grants, to
managing pan and broom street sweeping
and graffiti removal.

Before any investment takes place, there should be
a neighborhood planning effort. There may already
be a form of a community plan that is guiding
policy. This could be on the town or county level but
is important for an organization to coordinate with
local planning departments before any revitalization
efforts are started. These types of plans will address
land use and zoning.
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PART TWO

Center City

HISTORY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Passyunk Avenue’s roots lie with the Lenni Lenape Indians. Translated to mean “in the valley”, Passyunk was
originally a Lenape trail. Beginning in the 18th century, boats from northern Europe began to bring Swedes, Finns,
and Dutch to the area as they established farming communities throughout South Philadelphia. By the mid-19th
century, industrialization expanded in the city and the neighborhood population boomed with the arrival of new
European immigrants. The neighborhood represented a haven for new arrivals that was affordable for families.
Employment was close at the newly established Navy Yard and other factories, establishing the area as a solid
working-class neighborhood.

East Passyunk Ave

With exponential growth in population, the need for affordable and safe housing was a pressing issue. Known
as the “quintessential object of Industrial Philadelphia2” the rowhome became the symbol of working-class
Philadelphia, especially in the neighborhoods of South Philadelphia. Known as the “workingman’s house” this
form of the rowhome was able to be built cheap and efficiently. Being a simple construction, allowed the house
to be adaptable to the different needs of families. Most importantly, the rowhome represented an opportunity to
purchase a home that could be paid off in a short amount of time and reside close to employment.

Navy Yard

Since the 19th century Passyunk Avenue has been the heart of South Philadelphia on the East side of Broad St. and
served as a vibrant shopping district. The avenue has always been a major corridor and as a merchant class rose
from later generations, East Passyunk was a natural location for opening a shop. Many businesses were focused
on the needs of residents, and included butchers, grocers, tailors, and shoe stores.
As with the rest of Philadelphia, there was a downturn beginning in the late 1950s that coincided with transportation
and housing alternatives and a lack of investment into the city and large-scale federal programs. During this time,
the neighborhood remained solidly working-class, with majority of employment at the Navy Yard. The housing
stock remained in relatively good condition and allowed for families to purchase rowhomes at reasonable costs.
The homeownership rates of the neighborhood meant people could live in the area for generations. Although
East Passyunk was not as affected as other neighborhoods in the city, the neighborhood was not immune to the
economics of the day. By the 1990s, it became apparent that there was a need for new investment into the area.

2
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George Thomas

Moyamensing Prison
Due to being distant to Center City, South Philadelphia was home to the
infamous Moyamensing Prison. Opened in 1835, the prison was located
on a large lot between 11th Street, Reed Street and Passyunk Avenue. An
imposing, Gothic building, the prison housed Edgar Allen Poe, Al Capone
and America’s first serial killer, H.H. Holmes. By the early 20th century,
the city expanded around the prison, placing it in a busy neighborhood.
The prison was abandoned in 1963 and eventually torn down in 1967 to
be replaced by an ACME supermarket. A small part of the prison remains
in the form of an old wall behind the supermarket on Reed Street.

PARC: A Brick & Mortar Stabilization Strategy for Main Street
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HISTORY OF PARC

THE PARC MODEL

Due to economic downturns and loss of population, the City of Philadelphia’s
services declined, and vacancy and litter became a problem by the 1990s.
In 1999, the founding organization which is now called Passyunk Avenue
Revitalization Corporation, or PARC, stepped in to provide supplemental
cleaning services within the First Council District of Philadelphia. Services
included cleaning of alleys, vacant lots, streets, and snow removal. By
2009, the scope of service was reduced to the immediate areas around
East Passyunk Avenue due to the rising costs of the cleaning program and
a renewal of responsibilities by City departments.

Property Activation

Engagement

Engage the community to understand what is missing from the corridor, such as
different services. Additional options include collaborate with a potential new tenant
that is interested in the space to identify the proper commercial space.

Identification

Determine the use for the building based of a number of factors, including current
zoning, square footage, and community needs.

Acquisition

There should be immediate impact of the new space with little vacancy. If business
attraction was successful, a new tenant can begin operating immediately.

Activation

THE PARC IMPACT
As a nonprofit real estate development and property management organization, PARC looks to reinvest
the revenue from properties back into the community. The two major impacts that PARC focuses on is daily
cleaning of the neighborhood and public space improvements and beautification.
Daily Cleaning
Daily cleaning services serving both East Passyunk
Avenue as well as neighborhood streets throughout
PARC’s service area. PARC works to ensure that
planters are well maintained, sidewalks are clean
of trash and debris, and larger issues such as
vandalism and graffiti are kept under control. These
cleaning services are vital for the upkeep of existing
and new public spaces as well as for bolstering a
positive perception for the area.
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As daily cleaning has been successful, a challenge
has arisen to manage the costs of the program
with increased demand to expand into other areas.
Other areas and commercial corridors want the
services but do not have the capacity to manage
daily cleaning. As a result, PARC has started to
partner with the City of Philadelphia for support on
other commercial corridors.



During this time of acquisition, the Board of Directors was reconstituted
to bring in experts in real estate, banking, and commercial leasing
expertise to provide guidance to neighborhood residents on the board.
The 11-member board has content experts which are called Civic
Directors, and community resident which are Neighborhood Directors.
THE PARC OFFICES
This balance provides sound real estate decisions with the needs of the
community. The by-laws dictate the terms for each type of director and
the geographic service area. The basis of delineation between director types is to avoid conflict of interest in real
estate projects but supplying the additional skills needed in real estate development. The result are real estate
decisions which try to create the most impact for both the organization and neighborhood alike.

Supervise the design and construction process to ensure that the building enhances
the Avenue while still maintaining design guidelines.

Construction



Beginning in 2002, PARC started to acquire commercial mixed-use
THE SINGING FOUNTAIN
properties along or immediately adjacent to East Passyunk Avenue. By
working with city and state officials, PARC was able to secure additional
funding for acquisitions. As these properties were being renovated and filled with a strategic mix of community
supporting business tenants, PARC leveraged the income generated by the properties to continue acquisitions and
begin a series of public space beautification initiatives. Such initiatives included daily cleaning along the avenue and
a targeted planning of public spaces. These public spaces included the Gateway at Broad and McKean, 12th & Morris,
the Mifflin Triangle, and most famously the Singing Fountain. Additional property acquisitions included a number
of parking lots which helped generate revenue for the organization to support operations. Through the methodical
development of real estate and investment into impactful placemaking,
PARC was able to drive the resurgence of a classic commercial corridor
and stimulate private investment to the neighborhood. New investment
was only made possible through a model that did not demand high
returns, but rather the focus on building community.

Using traditional loans and capital from property sales, acquire the property.
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Owner Occupied Housing Units 5,698

54%

316,085

53%

77,139,071

63%

Renter Occupied Housing Unit

3,399

32%

285,590

48%

44,479,319

37%

Vacant Housing Units

1,369

13%

87,536

13%

17,716,006

13%



Cleaning Map



Left: John Hightower, Right: Leroy Townes, Photo Credit: Dave Christopher
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Building Rehabilitation

THE PARC IMPACT
Public Spaces
Anchoring the heart of East Passyunk Avenue, the Singing Fountain provides a unique public space where shoppers
and local residents can relax, drink a cup of coffee while their children play, or enjoy one of the East Passyunk
Avenue Business Improvement District’s many events that often keep this space active. The scenic beauty and
pedestrian friendly design of the Singing Fountain has not only established this area as a focal point for nearby
restaurants but also as a larger neighborhood identity.
The initial construction of the fountain was based on the design of Italian public squares and was intended to
showcase the work being done by neighborhood organizations. As funding dried up among these organizations, so
did the fountain as it entered a period of despair until PARC restored it in 2011 and began to oversee its maintenance.
Building upon the energy produced by the Singing Fountain, PARC has worked with civic groups and other partners
to improve public spaces that further enhanced the pedestrian environment while also strengthening the avenue’s
vibrancy as one heads further south. Another notable public space projects include the Broad and McKean
Gateway which creates an inviting southern entrance into East Passyunk Avenue and includes a combination of
green space improvements and public seating lit up
with interactive lighting displays. These public spaces
provide examples of how PARC worked with partners
including the EPA BID, civic associations and businesses
to adapt the unique areas created by the avenue’s
radial angle to strengthen the corridor’s pedestrian
appeal and commercial vibrancy. PARC contributes
to the maintenance of these community spaces, but
ownership remains with the City of Philadelphia.

While PARC has been purchasing real estate since
2002, the most impactful rehab projects began in
2011. Since 2011, PARC has invested around $8 million
into acquisition, rehabilitation and maintenance of
properties. This investment has been crucial for turning
previously deteriorated or underutilized buildings into
dynamic places through quality renovations that have
resulted in the addition of eight mixed use projects
supplying seventeen new housing units. The majority
of PARC’s efforts have included corner properties to
make a bigger impact. The acquisition of real estate
was part of a targeted plan to further the mission
of PARC to enhance the vibrancy of East Passyunk
Avenue through curated commercial activity which
attracted visitors to the avenue and provided services
to area residents. PARC is not alone in this mission
as it relates to the commercial corridor as these are
common strategies. East Passyunk is supported by a
business improvement district. However, BIDs of this
size do not have the financial resources to adequately
handle services that are at the core of these districts
while doing marketing and events.

1603 EAST PASSYUNK AVENUE
Before rehabilitation (2016)

Public Infrastructure
With the success of these public space improvements,
PARC has since looked towards improved infrastructure
projects to increase safety for pedestrians, bicyclists,
and drivers. One such project includes the 2017
improvements to the intersection of 12th and Morris.
A partnership between PARC and the City of Philadelphia,
and with extensive community engagement, the
improvements enhanced safety for pedestrian
crosswalks and created a better flow for automobiles.
Additionally, the commercial properties at the intersection
saw an increase in activity with previously vacant
spaces gaining tenants. It is projects such as the
Singing Fountain and infrastructure improvements
that continue to enhance the vibrancy and vitality of
the corridor.

12TH AND MIFFLIN

We were thrilled to support a project
that was developed in close
partnership with PARC, the EPA BID
and our partner agency the Streets
Department that resulted in such a
great final product.

1100 TASKER STREET
Before rehabilitation

– Denis Murphy

Director of Corridor Development, Office
of Neighborhood Economic Development,
Department of Commerce, City of Philadelphia

12th and Morris Infrastructure Project – Total: $855,560
Commerce Department $570,560
PARC $250,000
Streets Department $30,000
EPA BID $5,000
19

1100 TASKER STREET
After rehabilitation

1603 EAST PASSYUNK AVENUE
After rehabilitation (2017)
PARC: A Brick & Mortar Stabilization Strategy for Main Street
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THE PARC IMPACT

CHALLENGES

Passyunk
Ave
 

Curated Business Mix

Mixed with the thriving restaurant scene are a
variety of neighborhood serving businesses. PARC
has made it a priority to attract businesses that both
serve a community need but are excited to be in
the neighborhood. Consistent engagement with the
community helps the leadership of PARC to better
understand what the community desires or curate a
retail-mix around neighborhood needs. This focus
on people and personality rather than brand has
allowed for an independent spirit to remain on the
corridor which continues to attract new residents and
private investment. Likewise, this mix has supported
longer-serving established and offered a new sense
of opportunity. While the organization has made
it a priority to attract new business to the corridor,
the strategy has been a benefit to long standing
businesses and residential owners. Many of these
businesses, which include tailors, school uniform
stores, and coin shops, survived many lean years
being on Passyunk Ave. With increasing revitalization
efforts, these businesses have flourished once again
as former patrons return, and newer visitors are
discovering these businesses. The strategy for PARC
has been to support older businesses, while attracting
new ones when the time is right.
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PARC’s development efforts have proven to be a successful in maintaining the commercial corridor. Due to
this success, there has been increased private investment into the area. An attractive corridor with flourishing
businesses, a stable housing stock and location to Center City have only increased private investment. For PARC,
the challenge is to continue to seek out properties that will make an impact, but such opportunities become fewer
and fewer as listings become priced above market rate. The result is less feasible projects for the organization
that is still maintaining a bottom line. PARC will continue to look for new development opportunities and continue
to provide services and clean space for residents.
Physical Space



Initial growth by PARC focused on start-up or small
restaurants that had the talent but needed an
affordable space. At the time, there was increased
interest by consumers on new food trends and
supporting there was a consumer demand for newer
dining options. Traditionally, the biggest names in
Philadelphia food were clustered in Center City.
However, rents had increased to such an amount
that there was little room for new restaurants. PARC
leadership viewed this an opportunity to make a
new unique restaurant destination in Philadelphia.
The result was a commercial corridor that became
known as one of the best destinations for dining in the
region that showcased new culinary talent with the
Avenue being named one of the “Best Foodie Streets
in America” in 2013.

Increased Private Investment





There is a limit on the types of businesses that PARC can attract. As many of the commercial spaces are in
rowhomes, usually not exceeding 1,500 sq. ft, the challenge becomes how to best maximize the space. For
businesses, this is a challenge as they look to expand and grow their market presences. There is only so much that
a business can accomplish with limited space. For PARC, the organization needs to be creative and work with the
right commercial tenants for the space.
Changing Retail Experience





As online retail has grown over the years, a new demand is placed on the businesses of the Avenue. Retail
businesses are especially vulnerable to changes in consumer behavior. While the corridor has been successful in
providing curated storefronts and exceptional customer service, there is still a need to be proactive with increasing
online demand. There is a limit to how much PARC or a BID can encourage different business strategies, and
there must be an effort by these businesses to try new ventures and stay competitive. The COVID-19 pandemic
has shown the importance of flexibility in retail.

PARC allowed us to expand into
the neighborhood by aiding us in
framing our small business in a
way that offset some construction
costs. They have been a solid
fence we can lean on and are
always a very helpful resource
within the community.
– Jonathan Adams
Co-Founder of Rival Bros Coffee
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Key Enabling Features
•

•
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Leadership – PARC’s Board of Directors
is composed of experts in the field of
real estate development, finance, and
neighborhood resident leaders. The expertise
of the Board allowed for strategic planning
and oversight on potential projects. The
balance with neighborhood leaders helps
to create strategies that were financially
strategic based on the needs coming from
the community.
Targeted Geography – PARC focuses on a
small district around a commercial corridor.
Focus on a hyper local area has created
a level of expertise of the neighborhood
and created strong relationships by being
a daily presence on the corridor. This has
created an understanding of the dynamics
of this district, which allows PARC to
better leverage assets on projects that will
maximize positive impact.

•

Mission – PARC had a clear mission that
supports real estate and public space
enhancement and cleaning. Understanding
this mission is an important navigational
tool for thinking about the future of the
organization and neighborhood. The mission
identifies the purpose of the work and
provides a continued commitment to the
district. PARC’s specific business model of
using rental income to provide basic cleaning
services allows for daily maintenance and
upkeep of the district.

•

Partnerships – PARC would not be able
to accomplish the work without various
partnerships with the East Passyunk
Avenue Business Improvement District, civic
associations, city administrators and elected
officials. These partnerships have created
a level of trust that increases support for
continued projects. These partnerships
have allowed PARC to improve services and
leverage limited resources on programming,
in essence staying in our lane.

CONCLUSION
Revitalization on a neighborhood level is a long process. The Passyunk Avenue Revitalization Corporation
has been involved in some form of redevelopment for close to 20 years. The organization has invested over
$8 million dollars in property acquisition and rehabilitation alone. Add the yearly operational cost for 6days
a week street cleaning and dollar amount significantly increases. What has led to success, besides significant
capital investment, has been a dedicated effort to the continued planning and involvement on the East Passyunk
Corridor. PARC has remained focus on its mission of real estate enhancement and beautification of the corridor.
Persistence and dedication to the mission has created successes along the way and momentum for change.
However, neighborhood level commercial corridor does not have an endgame, rather a continued evolution of
both organization and community.
This case study is a snapshot of one approach by one organization in a specific neighborhood. The approach
and success of the Passyunk Avenue Revitalization Corporation is not intended to be a carbon copy that can
work in every neighborhood. Every neighborhood is different, representing different demographics and histories
that have different needs and desires. Every neighborhood has different infrastructure and buildings and must
work in different City government structures to achieve goals. What this case study represents is the need for an
organization, a champion of a district, to be responsible for the economic success of a corridor.
Real estate remains vital to the health of neighborhood commercial corridors. Developing a vibrant corridor
through real estate revitalization and stabilization is fundamental for increasing outside investment and interest.
However, not every organization needs to become a developer or involved in every project on a corridor. Success
comes with a district revitalization strategy. To create a sustainable and economic healthy corridor, an organization
must understand internal capacity. Regardless of where an organization gets involved in the real estate process,
activities should be strategic and targeted to maximize the impact of resources. Without this self-reflection, an
organization will not be effective in accomplishing the goals or mission of creating vibrant commercial corridors.
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